Observation:
Known O(3)×SU (2N f ) multiplets can be generated with valence quark picture of baryons =⇒ representation contents not sensitive to quark masses.
Expectation:
The 1/N c countings established with the valence quark picture holds in the limit where current quark masses are small.
Valence quark states
Baryon states:
Ψ is totally symmetric under simultaneous permutations of position and spin/flavor indices.
Convenient basis of states: states belonging to irreps. of SU (2N f )
Operator matrix elements
Matrix elements of color singlet operators 1-body operators:
2-body operators:
1/N c countings with valence quarks
In large N c limit Hartree picture becomes exact GS wave functions
ES wave functions: case where only one quark is excited (core of N c − 1 quarks in GS and one excited quark) • Axial current in GS baryons
• Spin-orbit interaction
Decays
Use chiral QM to couple pions
• Transitions ES' → ES (ES' and ES two different multiplets)
Cascade decays are suppressed with respect to direct decays to GS!
Consistency relations: [Pirjol and Yan]
Consistency is satisfied Decays of doubly excited states:
Are these states narrow for large N c ?. 2-body operators needed: the cascade decays 
S ij a flavor singlet tensor formed with spin-flavor operators.
Illustrative application: Electric quadrupole amplitudes
Need ∆ℓ = 2 mixing. Dominant one with MS states.
In agreement with known results [Buchmann and Lebed, Jenkins, Ji and Manohar] • No zeroth order mixing between states with ℓ = ℓ ′ and different spin flavor irreps. • Cascade decays ES ′′ → ES ′ → GS are suppressed.
Mixing summary
• Doubly excited baryons have suppressed withs for ES ′′ → GS + π.
• Are doubly excited states narrow in large N c ?.
• Configuration mixings affecting GS baryons are order 1/ √ N c .
• Mixings between different ES multiplets can be zeroth order in 1/N c • Zeroth order mixings always involve coupling to orbital degrees of freedom: dynamically small?
• Analyses of excited baryons have not yet included the mixing effects consistently.
